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Summary
Background: Establishing a Case Definition (CDef) is a first step in many epidemiological, clinical, surveillance, and research activities. The application of CDefs still relies on manual steps and this is a major source of inefficiency in surveillance and research.
Objective: Describe the need and propose an approach for automating the useful representation of CDefs for medical conditions.
Methods: We translated the existing Brighton Collaboration CDef for anaphylaxis by mostly relying on the identification of synonyms for the criteria of the CDef using the NLM MetaMap tool. We also generated a CDef for the same condition using all the related PubMed abstracts, processing them with a text mining tool, and further treating the synonyms with the above strategy. The co-occurrence of the anaphylaxis and any other medical term within the same sentence of the abstracts supported the construction of a large semantic network. The ‘islands’ algorithm reduced the network and revealed its densest region including the nodes that were used to represent the key criteria of the CDef. We evaluated the ability of the “translated” and the “generated” CDef to classify a set of 6034 H1N1 reports for anaphylaxis using two similarity approaches and comparing them with our previous semi-automated classification approach.
Results: Overall classification performance across approaches to producing CDefs was similar, with the generated CDef and vector space model with cosine similarity having the highest accuracy (0.825±0.003) and the semi-automated approach and vector space model with cosine similarity having the highest recall (0.809±0.042). Precision was low for all approaches.
Conclusion: The useful representation of CDefs is a complicated task but potentially offers substantial gains in efficiency to support safety and clinical surveillance.
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1. Introduction

One of the first steps in any clinical or epidemiological investigation is defining the outcome of interest; this is often done by establishing a case definition [1]. According to Merrill, “A Case Definition involves standard clinical criteria that are used to establish whether a person has a particular disease. Applying a standard case definition will guarantee that every case is consistently diagnosed, no matter when and/or where the diagnosis occurs.”

Case definitions (CDefs) are often used for public health surveillance. For example, the World Health Organization (WHO) develops CDefs for the surveillance of various conditions, such as pertussis [2]. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention perform the same task and maintain an annually updated database of CDefs for infectious and non-infectious conditions [3–5]. Surveillance for adverse events after vaccination has been facilitated by the Brighton Collaboration’s (BC) development of standardized CDefs for adverse events following immunizations (AEFIs); these CDefs are endorsed by WHO [6]. Often, the CDef development is assigned to special working groups that accomplish this task in labor-intensive steps, such as systematic literature reviews and frequent expert meetings [7–9].

The discussion about theory building from case studies and the search for cross-case patterns in the literature was initiated a few decades ago [10, 11], but the existing technology to support those efforts was limited at that time. Even now there is little published literature on the systematic application of medical informatics approaches to case definition development, and what does exist tends to focus on applications to specific conditions in a particular context. A few standalone efforts have focused on the use of administrative data and ICD (International Classification of Diseases) or other codes for the development and validation of automated CDefs to identify relevant patient cases in Electronic Medical Records (EMR) [12–14]. Existing CDefs have also been applied to EMR data, such as the ICD-based Centers for Disease Control and Prevention CDef for non-fatal head trauma [15] and tailored CDefs for diabetes and asthma in Datalink and PEAL Network projects, respectively [16]. Furthermore, machine learning approaches have been used to distinguish cases from non-cases in EMRs [17]. Kohl et al have also shown that the application of six BC CDefs was very successful in detecting confirmed cases of reported clinical events [18]. In a previous study, we combined the BC CDef for anaphylaxis [19] with a dedicated text mining algorithm to classify a large set of spontaneous reports submitted to the FDA’s and CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) [20]. Despite its high performance, the development of a dedicated rule-based solution is labor-intensive.

A key concept from the field of case-based reasoning, which includes the idea of using existing cases to create knowledge about a particular topic, and build upon it, is that of similarity. Similarity has been developed to provide a rigorous framework for measuring the semantic similarity of cases of interest based on particular features [21] or concepts [22]. Some work has been done on combining case-based reasoning and machine learning to identify features that are most useful for predicting outcomes of interest [23–25] and extracting associations from literature and clinical documents [26, 27] but such approaches have not been directly applied to automating CDef development [28]. Similarity in case-based reasoning is consistent with the standard epidemiological notion of a CDef introduced above [1] and can serve as the basis for automating the development and updating of CDefs. The definition of “similar” depends on the purpose for which the CDef is being developed. Typically, CDefs are developed by experts to achieve a certain goal; for example, a common use of a CDef is to ensure that similar cases are enrolled in a clinical trial to study the effect of a drug on a particular medical condition [29] or identify conditions of public health importance in a surveillance system. In this similarity framework, a case definition consists of the features (e.g. signs, symptoms and laboratory values) and describes their relationship to one another as well as their contribution to validly and reliably predicting an outcome.

We illustrated this approach when we recently demonstrated how features extracted by a text mining system previously developed, namely Vaccine adverse event Text Mining (VacTM), can be used within a similarity framework to automatically assess whether the reports meet criteria for clas-
sification as possible cases of anaphylaxis using the same CDef \[30\]. To make this process more efficient and generalizable, we used a semi-automated strategy (▶ Figure 1A) that included:

i the specification of the key words for each criterion of the BC CDef for anaphylaxis;

ii the synonym identification for those key words using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus; and

iii the manual curation of the lists of key words and synonyms.

The automation of the whole process, to include not just the application of CDefs but their development and update, could result in a more efficient process. Here, we outline what we consider to be the main problems in translating existing CDefs into automated algorithms and automating the generation of CDefs from the medical literature. We illustrate some of the key issues by extending our previous work for the use of CDefs in the area of post-market medical product safety surveillance \[20, 30\], and provide some preliminary results exploring possible solutions. Even though we focus on the development of a CDef that is of primary interest for safety surveillance, we believe that this approach can find application to the broader spectrum of CDefs in other settings.

2. Methods

2.1. Translating Existing Case Definitions into Machine Readable Algorithms

In our previous work \[18\], two steps required human intervention, namely step (ii) – the synonym identification for those key words using the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus – and, step (iii) – the manual curation of the lists of key words and synonyms. In the current work, the steps related to the manual identification of synonyms are substituted by a fully automated process (▶ Figure 1B). The BC CDef criteria for anaphylaxis are processed with the NLM MetaMap tool by selecting the “word sense disambiguation” option and a score threshold of 850 to extract the top mappings to the UMLS Metathesaurus \[31, 32\]. Subsequently, among the various terms that appear in the MetaMap output with their semantic type, we select those terms that appear under the following semantic types: “Disease or Syndrome”, “Disease/Finding”, “Finding”, “Sign or Symptom”, “Pathologic Function”, “Neoplastic Process”, “Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction” and “Injury or Poisoning”, because these types mostly include medical terms that could serve our purposes. The selected medical terms and their synonyms synthesize the “translated” CDef.

2.2. Automatically Generating Case Definitions from Medical Literature

We used published biomedical literature and principles of knowledge discovery through the mining of large corpora. Following the corpora creation, the key terms (and their synonyms) related to the condition of interest were specified in an automated fashion. Various text mining strategies have been applied before to extract relationships from biomedical literature, such as the gene-disease and disease-treatment relationships \[33\]. Similar approaches have built semantic networks to explore the semantic relationships between the nodes of the network that represent the key terms in the corpus, such as regulatory gene-protein networks \[34\]. A number of literature-based discovery systems have combined semantic with graph-based methodologies \[35–38\]. The term co-occurrence in a sentence has been studied before by constructing dependency trees \[39, 40\] or performing semantic role labeling using natural language processing and other techniques \[41–43\].

To construct the corpus we selected abstracts including the term for “anaphylaxis” and applied a text mining technique to extract medical terms. We used a graph-based method to create the semantic network structure to represent the relationships between the terms existing in the same document and, particularly, the terms co-occurring in the same sentence since they are semantically related. We relied on the term co-occurrence considering that the term for the condition would be reported in the same sentence with other important medical terms related to the condition. Co-occurrence would then form the relationships that would be represented as edges in the semantic network. It was expected that the final network would be a large structure with many connections and
nodes. We therefore applied an algorithm that reduces the network and identifies the densest region(s) within it. The reduced network structure is used to define the CDef for the condition under study (Figure 1C).

To identify the most densely connected nodes in this network we applied the islands algorithm using the triangular weights of the edges (TW) [44]. The TW for any given edge is equal to the number of triangles this particular edge participates to, while the islands algorithm creates a subnetwork including a pre-specified number of nodes above a certain TW threshold [45]. As we showed before, this combined approach filters out weak connections and allows patterns to stand out [46].

We executed a PubMed query on July 16, 2012 to retrieve all publications that included the word “anaphylaxis” in the title/abstract. Subsequently, the VaeTM system processed the free text and extracted the corresponding features [30]. Only the non-negated medical terms under DIAGNOSIS, CAUSE_OF_DEATH, SECOND_LEVEL_DIAGNOSIS and SYMPTOM features were retained. Based on our experience, negations are not significant in the case of anaphylaxis but might be important for other conditions and should be included in the generation process. The anaphylaxis-related terms (e.g. anaphylactic reaction) were replaced by the term “anaphylaxis” to create a single representation of the core concept in the CDef and along with their co-occurring terms that co-appeared in the same sentences of the corpus formed a list (hereafter, “final list”). A unique sentence id was included in the “final list” to denote the term co-occurrence, i.e. the co-existence of “anaphylaxis” and other medical terms in the same sentence. Thus, a sentence id in the final list was necessarily linked to at least one “anaphylaxis” term and one or more other medical terms.

As in the translation of the CDef (Figure 1B), the “final list” of terms was processed by the NLM MetaMap tool selecting the “term processing” and “word sense disambiguation” options as well as the same score threshold. The terms falling under the same aforementioned NLM MetaMap semantic types replaced their mapping terms in the “final list” to include the “normalized” terms from the MetaMap output and better facilitate the generation of the CDef. To trim this list and recognize the most related to anaphylaxis terms, we created a network with the nodes and the edges representing the terms and their co-occurrence (as denoted by the sentence id) in the sentences, respectively. Thus, edges were created between the anaphylaxis and other medical term(s) as well as between the medical terms nodes.

All the steps that were followed for the generation of the CDef are illustrated in Figure 1C. The network was built and reduced with Pajek 2.02, a tool for large network analysis developed at the University of Ljubljana (Ljubljana, Slovenia); ORA 2.2.8b, a dynamic meta-network assessment and analysis tool developed at Carnegie Mellon (Pittsburgh, PA), was also used to create the visualization of the reduced network.

2.3. Use case: Automated case definitions and case classification for post-market vaccine safety surveillance

We evaluated both the “translated” and the “generated” CDef by investigating their ability to support the classification of reports and comparing their performance with our previous results that were based on the semi-automated approach [30]. We also tested whether the subnetwork resulting from the steps described in section 2.2 was equivalent to the formal CDef for anaphylaxis and its nodes represented the corresponding key medical terms that synthesized the “generated” CDef. We used the same set of 6034 VAERS reports for H1N1 vaccine as before [20, 30]; this set was randomly split into five subsets that were used to evaluate the three approaches in a 5-fold cross validation process. In our previous semi-automated work, we processed the symptom text of these reports with VaeTM and mapped the output to the criteria of the BC CDef for anaphylaxis using a manually curated list of synonyms [30]. To create this list we identified the synonyms to the BC criteria using the MetamorphoSys Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [47] as well as the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) [48] browsers. One of the authors (RB) reviewed the initial list and confirmed the correct mapping of each term to the appropriate criterion of the BC case definition. In the current study, the same VaeTM output was mapped to the terms of the “translated” and “generated” CDefs.

Following the identification of the CDef terms in the reports per se, we applied two methods to quantify the similarity of each report to each CDef. First, we used the vector space model and repre-
sented both the reports and the CDef as vectors. These vectors included the key terms of the CDef originating from either the fully- or the semi-automated approach. The vector components were weighted by applying one of the weighting schemes suggested by the SMART notation [49]. Using the numerical representation of the vectors, we calculated the cosine similarity of the two vectors [49]. Second, we used the information theoretic similarity framework proposed by Lin [50] and applied to a document network [51] and medical cases in electronic medical records [21]. We thus measured the similarity between each report and the CDef as the ratio between the common information the two objects share and the total information needed to fully describe them. For each of the similarity approaches and CDef, the reference standard (i.e. medical expert’s classification) and a 5-fold cross validation were used to calculate the standard text classification metrics of recall, precision, accuracy and F-measure.

Subsequently, the average values over the five assessments of the cross-validation were calculated.

3. Results

3.1 “Translated” CDef

We used the criteria of the BC CDef for anaphylaxis, which is summarized in the ▶ Supplementary File Appendix 1, and processed them with the NLM MetaMap tool. This processing resulted in the identification of sixty-eight synonyms for the criteria and formed the “translated” CDef.

3.2 “Generated” CDef

The search of PubMed for “anaphylaxis” returned 10300 entries with 7757 of them including an abstract. This subset (N = 7757) was split into sentences that were further filtered to identify those that included the term (or a synonym) of anaphylaxis. These sentences (N = 14067) formed the corpus that was used for the development of the automated CDef for anaphylaxis. Based on the “final list” that was described above we created a network of 967 nodes. The application of the triangle weight and islands algorithm resulted in a reduced network of forty-eight nodes that represented the key terms in the “generated” CDef for anaphylaxis plus the anaphylaxis node that appeared in the center of the reduced network topology (▶ Figure 2). Most of these terms also appear in the major and minor criteria of the corresponding BC CDef [19].

3.3. Use case

As shown in ▶ Table 1 there was no clear winner across both similarity measures and all performance metrics. Surprisingly, the “generated” CDef performed better compared to our previous semi-automated approach in terms of average accuracy suggesting its effectiveness in the correct identification of the true cases (positive and negative for anaphylaxis). On the other hand, the “translated” CDef showed the lowest performance in general. Noteworthy, the “semi-automated” had the best recall and all three CDefs had poor precision due to the considerable number of false positives. Moreover, the use of the two similarity approaches did not result in any considerable differences in the classification of reports.

Since we are only testing one example in the use case, additional examples would need to be evaluated to determine whether characteristics of a particular condition might affect performance of the method.

4. Discussion

To the best of our knowledge this is the first effort that attempts to discuss and investigate the automated representation of CDefs based on the concept of information retrieval and knowledge discovery from the biomedical literature. We “translated” and “generated” a CDef aiming at the algorithmic representation for a particular condition that could facilitate the automated identification of
potential cases for anaphylaxis. The selected use case and our classification results showed that the proposed methodology, i.e. the combination of a dedicated text mining tool (i.e. VaiTeTM) with existing resources (i.e. NLM MetaMap) allows the implementation of this idea. The performance of the “generated” CDef might be attributed to the large corpus that supported the development of the CDef based on a larger pool of medical terms compared to the BC criteria. The suggested methodology might facilitate not only the automated development but also the continuous update of CDefs. The latter is particularly important for uncommon events that have not been fully investigated and are subject to periodic updates based on the new findings.

Given its preliminary nature our study has certain limitations. We have intentionally used fairly simple information retrieval algorithms, which are widely available. These algorithms cannot replicate the sophisticated cognitive processes of experts. It could be also argued that the proposed methodology does not reproduce all the characteristics of a BC CDef. For example, the BC CDefs define various levels of diagnostic certainty [52] that are not determined by our suggested methodology. It might be possible to identify highly linked nodes in a network (e.g. nodes representing gastrointestinal and the dermatological medical terms) that form distinct regions in the anaphylaxis network (Figure 2), and use them to replicate the levels of diagnostic certainty in a subsequent analysis. In any case, the retrieved information combines both the research findings and clinical knowledge that are some of the critical components in the decision making process. More sophisticated emulation of human cognition or application of more rigorous approaches to similarity might improve results.

We recognize that the use of abstracts instead of full texts might be also a restricting factor for the complete retrieval of the available information. It should be noted though that the power of the summarized information available in abstracts has been previously demonstrated through the use of a corpus including MEDLINE titles and abstracts only. This effort was very successful in identifying unknown protein-protein interactions based on the conjunction of two protein names in the same abstract [53]. Furthermore, the synthesis of a corpus of full texts would be time-consuming and expensive and the benefits of doing so would have to be demonstrated compared with the use of abstracts alone. We should also clarify that we used the entire corpus of abstracts to develop our CDef because we had an existing expert labeled set of cases for validation purposes.

The anaphylaxis subnetwork included nodes that represent inflections of the same term, e.g. “allergic reactions” and “reactions, allergic” for “allergic reaction”; merging them into a single node might have resulted in a more concise CDef and should be further investigated, e.g. by incorporating a distributional semantics approach in our network analysis technique [54]. However, this should be treated automatically – any manual curation would violate the main goal in our methodology, i.e. the elimination of any non-automated steps. This is definitely a general issue related to the identification as well as the representation of synonym terms by single entities irrespective of the technique used for the definition of semantically related concepts.

To fully evaluate this approach additional development of certain key aspects will be necessary. These are the determination of the key medical concepts to represent a case definition and the identification of the synonyms to represent those concepts as well as the inclusion of additional features, such as laboratory values, in the construction of a CDef. Approaches to automatic synonym generation have been described in the literature but there is no agreed upon, standard approach. For example, the multi-word terms of a gastrointestinal terminology were split into single words and all their potential combinations were mapped to the existing UMLS terms to identify the list of synonyms [55, 56]. This process was not fully automated and involved manual curation of the final list. In a recent literature-based discovery study, the synonym issue was treated by a more automated strategy using an existing dictionary to identify gene synonyms [57]. NLM MetaMap tool is a more complete solution that is a fully automated and maps any medical term to the UMLS Metathesaurus; it also resolves some of the disambiguation issues [31, 32] that are critical in biomedical text processing [58, 59]. The inclusion of abnormal laboratory values is not critical when building a CDef for anaphylaxis but might be important for other conditions. The proposed methodology should be then extended to extract the laboratory values and determine their abnormality. This might require substantive work using natural language processing techniques but the overall approach described above would not need to be altered.
We have also elected to build a semantic network around the condition of interest rather than pursue a different approach, e.g. a machine learning strategy, assuming that co-occurrence might better support the identification of the key terms in a CDef. The next challenging step in the semantic network process is to filter out the weak and retain the strong condition-to-term(s) relationships; those that really matter for a particular condition and could practically synthesize the corresponding CDef. The triangle formation is particularly important in semantic networks, since it is strongly correlated with the content similarity nodes that participate in the triangle [60]. This is applicable to our proposed methodology, given that the actual conceptual unit (sentence rather than the whole abstract) that defines the term co-occurrence is likely to include semantically related terms. While we used the triangle approach, the identification of the optimal algorithm is an important area of further research. Machine learning algorithms and statistical approaches to key concept identification [29, 34], are also worthwhile to explore.

It may be the case that the approach we described here works best for already developed case definitions used for safety surveillance where the need for rapid screening of large numbers of reports allows for the use of relatively simple informatics approaches. If fully automated, this process could be generalized to other published CDefs. We note that automation of the synonym list also allows periodic update of the case definition, assuming the fundamental structure and medical concepts in the CDef have not changed. We believe that the paradigm of automated CDef development introduced here might be more widely applied to other applications. This broader paradigm might be thought of as an instantiation of distributed cognition or Literature-Based Reasoning (LiBRe). LiBRe is the intersection of the case-based reasoning (CBR) that capitalizes on past experience to solve current problems [28] and the Literature-Based Discovery (LBD) that identifies unknown correlations between key terms in non-interacting literatures [61]. LiBRe could also borrow from both areas in the sense that not only utilizes existing knowledge for a particular topic but also attempts to identify the most connected terms in a corpus of published studies.

The generation of CDefs is a complicated task and multiple techniques must be combined at all stages: from the composition of the appropriate corpus to the identification of the key terms and concepts that are expected to synthesize the CDef. We showed that some of those techniques could be used for the automated translation of existing CDefs for medical product safety surveillance.
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Fig. 1 Flow chart illustrating: A) the semi-automated translation of the case definition for anaphylaxis; B) the fully-automated translation of the case definition for anaphylaxis; C) the automated generation of the case definition for anaphylaxis.
Fig. 2  The subnetwork (or island) based on the triangular weights; it represents the automated case definition and its 48 nodes the corresponding key terms.
Table 1  Average recall, precision and accuracy and their associated standard errors (SE) of the classification accomplished by the three Case Definitions (CDefs) for anaphylaxis using the vector space model and the information theoretic similarity over the 5-folds of the cross validation; also, the corresponding F-measure values are provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector Space Model w/cosine similarity</th>
<th>recall±SE</th>
<th>precision±SE</th>
<th>accuracy±SE</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translated CDef</td>
<td>0.664±0.059</td>
<td>0.103±0.008</td>
<td>0.731±0.022</td>
<td>0.173±0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-automated approach</td>
<td>0.809±0.042</td>
<td>0.106±0.006</td>
<td>0.701±0.027</td>
<td>0.186±0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated CDef</td>
<td>0.667±0.045</td>
<td>0.141±0.008</td>
<td>0.825±0.004</td>
<td>0.232±0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-theoretic Similarity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translated CDef</td>
<td>0.629±0.057</td>
<td>0.116±0.009</td>
<td>0.768±0.022</td>
<td>0.190±0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-automated approach</td>
<td>0.791±0.031</td>
<td>0.127±0.005</td>
<td>0.777±0.003</td>
<td>0.218±0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated CDef</td>
<td>0.707±0.050</td>
<td>0.115±0.006</td>
<td>0.772±0.003</td>
<td>0.197±0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SE: Standard Error; CDef: Case Definition
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